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Limits to performance improvement provided by balanced
interferometers and balanced detection in OCTIOCM instruments

David Liao, Adam E. Pivonka, Brendan R. Haberle, Daniel C. Petersen,
Barbara M. Hoeling, and Richard C. Haskell*

Physics Department, Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, CA 91711

ABSTRACT

We compare the dynamic range of OCT/OCM instruments configured with unbalanced interferometers, e.g., Michelson
interferometers, with that of instruments utilizing balanced interferometers and balanced photodetection. We define the
dynamic range (DR) as the ratio of the maximum fringe amplitude achieved with a highly reflecting surface to the root
mean-square (rms) noise. Balanced systems achieve a dynamic range 2.5 times higher than that of a Michelson
interferometer, enabling an image acquisition speed roughly 6 times faster. This maximum improvement occurs at light
source powers of a few milliwatts. At light source powers higher than 30 mW, the advantage in acquisition speed of
balanced systems is reduced to a factor of 4. For video-rate imaging, the increased cost and complexity of a balanced
system may be outweighed by the factor of 4 to 6 enhancement in image acquisition speed. We include in our analysis
the "beat-noise" resulting from incoherent light backscattered from the sample, which reduces the advantage of
balanced systems. We attempt to resolve confusion surrounding the origin and magnitude of "beat-noise", first
described by L. Mandel in 1962. Beat-noise is present in both balanced and unbalanced OCT/OCM instruments.

Keywords: Dynamic range, signal-to-noise ratio, optical coherence tomography, optical coherence microscopy

1. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic range of an OCT/OCM instrument is the critical factor in determining the trade-off between image quality
and image acquisition speed. Several research groups':" have studied improvements in OCT dynamic range achieved
with balanced interferometer configurations. For example, a Mach-Zender interferometer can be used instead of an
unbalanced Michelson interferometer so that photons from the OCT broadband light source are used more efficiently.
In addition, balanced detectors can reject common-mode intensity noise (Bose-Einstein photon bunching) and
consequently boost the dynamic range. It is now common to employ both of these techniques in so-called "dual
balanced" configurations, especially in instruments intended for medical diagnostic procedures requiring video-rate
imaging. We report here a theoretical study suggesting that dual-balanced design can achieve a factor of 4 to 6
improvement in image acquisition speed while holding image quality constant. However, this improvement factor
degrades with light source powers above 30 mW.

Recent developments in frequency-domain OCT (FD-OCTi-7 promise additional boosts in dynamic range, primarily by
employing large numbers of detectors operating in parallel, consequently dividing available photons so that each
detector operates in the Poisson shot noise regime - without Bose-Einstein photon bunching. These systems are more
complex and expensive, at least currently, so that a thorough understanding of the potential of dual-balanced design
remains useful.

2. DYNAMIC RANGE

The dynamic range (DR) of an OCT/OCM instrument can be defined as the ratio of the fringe amplitude measured at
the surface of a mirror to the rms noise at the output of the instrument under typical imaging conditions.

DR = nns fringe amplitude F1Jh"[p::;p::
nns detector and photon noise nns noise
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The fringe amplitude in the numerator of Eqn. (1) is proportional to the square-root of the reference power and the

power coherently reflected from the mirror. 17h is the heterodyne efficiency (-1.0) and F is a signal. analysis factor

approximately equal to 1.8 The rms noise in the denominator of Eqn. (1) should be representative of instrument noise
during imaging in tissue. Previous work'" has used the square of Eqn. (I) as a measure of the dynamic range (DR) or
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Often the DR has been quoted in dB as 10 10glO(DR) - with our defmition a
comparable value in dB is simply 20 10glO(DR).

We shall evaluate the rms noise of an OCT instrument for balanced and unbalanced configurations, and then with the
help of Eqn. (1), calculate the DR for each configuration. Our results are obtained for optimized OCT/OCM
instruments. For Michelson interferometers, the reference beam power has been attenuated to maximize the dynamic
range for a given light source power.t" Similarly, the cross-efficiency (splitting ratio) of the primary fiber coupler in
balanced systems has been adjusted to maximize the dynamic range for a given light source power.

2.1. Michelson interferometer

Fig. 1 is a schematic of the most common example of an unbalanced OCT system. The variance of the noise in this
system is given by

The first term on the right side of Eqn. (2) is the thermal noise of the photodetector. NEP is the noise-equivalent-power
of the detector (W I..[ii;), and BW is the bandwidth of the analog and digital signal-processing pathway. The second

term is the photon Poisson noise. e is the electronic charge and 9\ is the responsivity of the detector (AIW). ~neoh is

the power returned from the sample arm that is incoherent with the reference beam, e.g., light backscattered from tissue

(or the sample fiber tip) outside the coherence volume. When imaging tissue, ~neoh is much greater than ~oh'

Therefore we have neglected ~oh with respect to ~neoh and ~ef in Eqn. (2). The third term is the Bose-Einstein

photon-bunching term, sometimes called relative intensity noise. Teoh is the coherence time of the OCT light source.

The fourth term is the "beat noise" first described by L. Mandel in 1962.10 This last noise term arises because two

partially coherent beams (~ef and ~neoh)' rather than a single thermal field, are superposed and interfere at the

detector. In deriving Eqn. (2), we have assumed that the OCT light source is unpolarized.

Unbalanced Configuration (Michelson)

~
Detector

Rref 0Reference
Mirror

Rcoh Rincoh

ISamplel

Fig. 1. Schematic of an unbalanced Michelson interferometer configuration. A single 2x2 fiber coupler is used with a

cross-efficiency (splitting ratio) of rM' A single photodetector samples the interference fringes.
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The beam powers in Eqn. (2) can be written in terms of the light source power p. and the cross-efficiency rM of the

fiber splitter of the Michelson interferometer:

(3)

where Rrej is the effective reflectivity of the reference mirror (including perhaps a neutral density filter). Rc:oh is the
reflectivity of the mirror surface in the coherence volume, and Rillcoh is the cumulative reflectivity of scatterers outside

the coherence volume. The dynamic range of the Michelson configuration is optimized by choosing rM = X. We
also reduce the value of Rrej to maximize the DR for a given light source power.8

,9

2.2. Balanced configuration

We examine the noise of the balanced system depicted in Fig. 2. It is similar to a balanced system denoted as "Ai" by
Rollins and Izatt,' but our balanced system employs two optical circulators for conceptual simplicity. The design of
Fig. 2 utilizes a balanced interferometer and balanced detection. The noise variance of this system can be expressed as

(4)

In Eqn. (4), P"ef and P;llcoh are the sum of the reference and incoherent powers, respectively, incident upon the two

detectors. NEPdual is .J2 times NEP in Eqn. (2). The Bose-Einstein bunching term in Eqn. (2) has been eliminated

by the balanced detection circuitry included in Fig. 2, but the beat noise term survives.'

Dual-Balanced Configuration

+
Sum

Det 1

Det2

50/50

__R_ref 0Reference
Mirror
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Fig. 2. Schematic of a dual-balanced ocr configuration. Two 2x2 fiber couplers are used; the primary coupler has a

cross-efficiency of rOOl while the second coupler sends 50% to each detector. Two optical circulators (OC) are employed,

one in the sample arm and one in the reference arm. Typically light is coupled from port I to port 2 or from port 2 to port 3
with about 85% efficiency. The outputs of two balanced detectors are subtracted to reject common-mode intensity noise.
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The beam powers in Eqn. (4) can be written in tenus of the source power p. and the cross-efficiency Ybal of the fiber

splitter of the balanced configuration:

(5)

Eqn. (5) is analogous to Eqn. (3) for the Michelson configuration. In Eqn. (5), Tcirc is the coupling efficiency (-0.85)

between successive ports of an optical circulator.

The advantage of the balanced configuration is that the coupling efficiency of the fiber splitter can be varied, directing
more light to the sample while keeping the reference reflectivity at its maximum value, thus maximizing the dynamic
range. 2,3,4

3. RESULTS

We have calculated the dynamic range (DR) of the Michelson and balanced configurations by inserting the square-root
of Eqns. (2) and (4), respectively, into the denominator of Eqn. (1). The results for the DR are plotted in Fig. 3 as a

function of light source power p.. The values for the DR for the Michelson have been optimized with respect to Rrej,

and the values for the balanced configuration of Fig. 2 have been optimized with respect to the cross-efficiency Ybal of

the primary fiber coupler. The values of parameters used in these calculations are listed in Table 1.

F=1.175 1Jh = 1.0 NEP = 1.4 pW / Hz~ BW=30KHz

9\=0.95 A/W T coh = 76 fs R coh (mirror) = 1.0 Rillcoh =0 or 3.5xIO-4

YM =X Tcirc = 0.85 NEP = 2.0 pW / Hz~dual

Table 1. Values for parameters used in Eqns. (1) through (5) in calculating data for Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3. Dynamic range (DR) plotted as a function of source power. (A) The incoherent reflectivity is neglected. (B) The
incoherent reflectivity is taken to be 3.5 X 10-4, a typical value for tissue.
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In Fig. 3A, the power backscattered by tissue outside the coherence volume is neglected (Rillcoh =0). Notice that the DR
for both designs rises without limit, and that the asymptotic slopes are equal. This results in an asymptotic
improvement factor of about 3.1 for the balanced configuration over the Michelson interferometer. In Fig. 3B, Rillcoh is
assigned a typical value (3.5 x 10-4) realized when imaging tissue. The resulting beat noise leads to a leveling off ofthe
DR for both balanced and unbalanced configurations.

The ratio of the DR for the balanced configuration to that for the Michelson interferometer is plotted in Fig. 4 as a
function of source power. Notice that the maximum advantage of the balanced system is about 2.5 and occurs at 3 mW
of source power. At a source power of 30 mW, the advantage of the balanced system has fallen to a factor of 2.0.

R;ncOh =0

RinCOh =3.5e-4
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Fig. 4. The improvement in the DR of the balanced design over that of the Michelson configuration is plotted as a function
of source power. For realistic values of the incoherent backscattering appropriate to imaging of tissue, the advantage of the
balanced system peaks at 2.5 for approximately 3 mW of source power.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The phenomenon of "beat noise" was first discussed in connection with the Alford and Gold effect in 1962.10 L.
Mandel described it as an intensity correlation effect. Indeed, the mathematics describing beat noise is very similar to
that for Bose-Einstein photon bunching, and the approximate expression for beat noise in Eqn. (2) (last term) is the
same as the cross term in the photon bunching expression (third term in Eqn. (2)).

The most striking effect of beat noise in OCT is the upper limit placed on the dynamic range at high source powers.
The curves in Fig. 3B begin to bend over noticeably at source powers as low as 10 mW. In contrast, the improvement
factor in DR for balanced systems over Michelson interferometers is affected only modestly by beat noise. For
example, the DR improvement ratio is roughly 2.7 without beat noise at 3 mW of source power, and is reduced slightly
to 2.5 in the presence of beat noise.

It is clear that a dual-balanced OCT configuration can provide a factor of 4 to 6 increase in image acquisition speed.
Balanced detectors and optical circulators add complexity and expense to the instrument. but the power of video-rate
imaging may well justify the extra effort.
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